
A SHORT BIOGRAPHY OF SADDAM HUSSEIN

Saddam Hussein was president of Iraq for more than two decades and is . Saddam was found hiding in a small
underground bunker near a.

Relations between Iran and Iraq had been deteriorating for years, and came to a head in when the Ayatollah
Khomeini c. His supporters maintained that through his many social and economic programs he effectively
brought the country into the modern age. After the list was read, Saddam congratulated those still seated in the
room for their past and future loyalty. Hussein's borderline cooperation caused a diplomatic crisis at the UN, a
divisive role he exulted in. Both sides, major oil producers, suffered economic losses of half-a-trillion dollars.
Remember the valiant Iraqi peasant and how he shot down an American Apache with an old weapon.
Coalition forces launch Operation Iraqi Freedom in the early morning hours of March  Reports of Saddam
sightings popped up occasionally, but proved to be false. Whether they were truly from Saddam remained in
question. On November 5, , he was sentenced to death by hanging for the murders of people in the
mostly-Shia town of Dujail in  Such large-scale social programs were unheard of in any other Middle Eastern
country. Hussein becomes vice president and deputy head of the Revolution Command Council. By April 9,
when U. However, repressive measures were taken against its opponents. Legacy The actions of Saddam
Hussein have had a powerful impact on international politics for the 21st century. First wife Sajida is the
daughter of Khairallah Tulfah, Saddam's uncle and first mentor. Saddam also served as the outward face of the
Iraqi government, representing the nation on both the domestic and international fronts. In the aftermath of the
conflict, seeking a means of revitalizing Iraq's war-ravaged economy and infrastructure, at the end of the s,
Saddam turned his attention toward Iraq's wealthy neighbor, Kuwait. To his ally Kenneth Kaunda Saddam
once sent a Boeing full of presentsâ€”rugs, televisions, ornaments. As vice president, Hussein wielded
considerable power in the government noted for political repression and human rights violations. During the
assassination attempt, Qasim's chauffeur was killed, and Qasim was shot several times, but survived. His
newest wife, Wafa, is the daughter of his last deputy prime minister, Abdul Tawab el-Mulla Howeish. His
sons, Uday Hussein and Qusay Hussein , were killed along with 2 others in a 6-hour standoff with United
States forces at a palatial villa in Mosul, Iraq. On July 1 he faced his first legal hearing before an Iraqi Special
Tribunal. That is why we will beat the aggressor. Hussein carries out a purge of the Ba'ath Party leadership,
removing 68 senior members, 22 of whom were later executed. According to commander of U. However, the
United Nations failed to compel Saddam to comply with a string of special resolutions obliging Iraq to destroy
its nuclear, chemical and biological stockpiles and research facilities under supervision. On August 20, , after
years of intense conflict that left hundreds of thousands dead on both sides, a ceasefire agreement was finally
reached. The plan failed and Saddam fled across the desert on a donkey to Egypt. Although Saddam survived
attempted coups in and , and a major defection in , UN sanctions hurt Iraq and prevented its resurgence as a
power in the Gulf. The verdict and sentencing were both appealed but subsequently affirmed by Iraq's
Supreme Court of Appeals. Both charges were false, but it led to Saddam's capture in December  The assassins
believed they had killed him and quickly retreated to their headquarters, but Qasim survived. During the next
two years, Saddam became an important leader within the Baath Party. When climbing out of the "spider hole"
where he was hiding, he said to the US troops, "Don't shoot! The families were not given their children, were
forced to accept a communal grave, and then had to pay dinars for the burial. He also explained that he would
not leave Iraq and that Iraqis would fight to protect their country if provoked. The Kurds are a nomadic people
who are concentrated in areas of Turkey, Iran, and Iraq. On Nov. In marked contrast to Qasim, Saddam knew
that he faced no death penalty from Arif's government and knowingly accepted the risk of being arrested
rather than fleeing to Syria again. Saddam Hussein was born on April 28, , in the village of Al-Awja, near
Tikrit, a town just north of the city of Baghdad, in central Iraq. Saddam himself managed to escape and to
remain in hiding for some time, but was eventually captured and put in prison pending a war crimes trial by
the first democratically elected government in Iraq's history. On March 17, all diplomatic action ceased when
President Bush delivered an ultimatum to Hussein to leave the country within 48 hours or face an invasion.
Aflaq, the leader of the Ba'athist movement, organised the expulsion of leading Iraqi Ba'athist members, such
as Fuad al-Rikabi , on the grounds that the party should not have initiated the attempt on Qasim's life.


